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Abstract

Nowadays, companies and enterprises are more and more incline to exploit the pervasive
action of on-line social media, such as Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. Indeed, several
promotional and marketing campaigns are carried out by concurrently adopting several social
medial channels. These campaigns reach very quickly a wide range of different categories of
users, since many people spend most of their time on on-line social media during the day.

In this work, a Decision Support System (DSS) is presented, which is able to efficiently
support companies and enterprises in managing promotional and marketing campaigns on
multiple social media channels. The proposed DSS continuously monitors multiple social
channels, by collecting social media users’ comments on promotions, products, and services.
Then, through the analysis of these data, the DSS estimates the reputation of brands related
to specific companies and provides feedbacks about a digital marketing campaign.

The core of the proposed DSS is a Sentiment Analysis Engine (SAE), which is able to
estimate the users’ sentiment in terms of positive, negative or neutral polarity, expressed
in a comment. The SAE is based on a machine learning text classification model, which
is initially trained by using real data streams coming from different social media platforms
specialized in user reviews (e.g., TripAdvisor). Then, the monitoring and the sentiment
classification are carried out on the comments continuously extracted from a set of public
pages and channels of publicly available social networking platforms (e.g., Facebook, Twitter,
and Instagram). This approach is labeled as cross-source sentiment analysis.

After some discussions on the design and the implementation of the proposed DSS, some
results are shown about the experimentation of the proposed DSS on two scenarios, namely
restaurants and consumer electronics online shops. Specifically, first the application of ef-
fective sentiment analysis models, created relying on user reviews is discussed: the models
achieve accuracies higher than 90%. Then, such models are embedded into the proposed
DSS. Finally, the results of a social listening campaign are presented. The campaign was
carried out by fusing data streams coming from real social channels of popular companies
belonging to the selected scenarios.

Keywords: Decision Support Systems, Digital Marketing, Multiple Social Media
Channels, Social Media Listening
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1. Introduction

Thanks to the widespread diffusion of Internet connected devices, such as smart phones
and tablets, the number of people sharing content online is constantly increasing [1]. The
information shared ranges from visual data, such as videos, photos, and presentations, to
textual one, like comments, posts, and articles, which are frequently uploaded and shared
on social media, represented nowadays by a considerable number of platforms [2]. Indeed,
people use social media not only for leisure purposes, but also for working, studying, dis-
cussing, marketing, and so on. For example, an increasing number of companies promote
their products and services through social media marketing campaigns, using more than
one public page for each social media considered. Indeed, several restaurants daily promote
their menus and offers on different social media such as Facebook public pages and Insta-
gram channels. In the specialized literature, we can find a number of contributions regarding
how to address and evaluate marketing strategies on social media [3, 4, 5].

User opinions posted on social media are often about services and products of specific
companies and brands. Thus, this huge amount of user viewpoints might be effectively
mined and exploited as a powerful source of information for the enterprises business, in
particular for steering marketing strategies according to what people really think about their
products and services. Nevertheless, the main challenge of relying on contents available on
social media platforms is to judiciously fuse huge amounts of opinions [6] often coming from
different sources published on different platforms. Essentially, the problem is to summarize
such opinions, neglecting noisy comments and focusing only on what really matters. Thus,
more and more often, companies rely on social media monitoring tools [7]. These tools allow
companies to keep track of the direct mentions of their brands on social media channels
(including blogs, wikis, e-news, and social networking sites), as well as user-generated content
in general. In this way, it is possible to determine, for instance, the volume and the sentiment
of online conversations about specific brands or topics.

There exist several tools1 for Social Media Monitoring, which allow users to track the
content coming from social networks, as well as to perform sophisticated analysis on such
content. Nevertheless, free-plans usually provide only limited functionalities, while pay-as-
you-go-plans are normally quite expensive. Sometimes these tools also include a sentiment
analysis module, but generally its technical specifications are not available. For this reason,
in the majority of cases, the design of the sentiment model remains inaccessible and the
accuracy of the sentiment analysis is unknown. In general, there is a lack of free-of-charge
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social media monitoring tools, except for the ones offered by specific social media platforms
themselves (i.e., Twitter Analytics and Facebook Analytics). In this case, however, no
integration across different social media platforms is provided.

In addition, in recent years, a novel paradigm is emerging in the marketing area, called
social media listening [8, 9, 10], that is a strategic activity allowing for the extraction of useful
insights and valuable inputs from social media. In detail, social media listening exploits
an ensemble of techniques to mine social data and perform quantitative, qualitative, and
contextual analysis of topics and keywords. It tracks conversations about a specific topic
(e.g., a hashtag or a brand) and combines them to discover business opportunities, marketing
campaigns, and improve the overall customer experience. Besides the analysis of numerical
data, social media listening should involve finer and more complex analysis which may
include the elaboration of texts by means of Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques
for sentiment analysis [11, 12, 13], for assessing the polarity of the sentiment of a given text.

According to the literature [14, 15], three kinds of techniques can be used to automati-
cally classify texts based on their sentiment, namely lexicon-based, machine learning-based
and hybrid approaches. Lexicon-based approaches consist in calculating the polarity of a
text by accounting the semantic polarity of words or phrases included in the document [16].
They require a dictionary of words annotated with sentiment-polarity, such as SentiWord-
Net [17]. Lexicons are easily available2, and lexicon-based techniques behave quite well in
case of general boundless contexts (i.e., without topic), with well-formed and grammatically
correct texts. Unfortunately, these algorithms loose their effectiveness when executed in
bounded contexts or when an informal language is used. This is mainly due to the absence
of context-related words when the text is related to a certain topic or when it is extracted
from posts or comments of a social media platform. In these cases, machine learning-based
approaches hold a significant role for opinion mining [18, 19, 20, 21], since the sentiment
analysis can be formulated as a standard classification problem. These approaches rely on
the construction of some text classification models, by means of a supervised learning pro-
cess. Thus, a set of labeled training texts are necessary for learning the parameters of a
sentiment classifier. However, to collect labeled text for the supervised learning stage of the
sentiment classification models may be not a trivial task. Indeed, such models are domain-
dependent: for each context, a set of domain-specific training examples must be retrieved,
read, analyzed and finally labeled with the correct associated sentiment. It is clear that man-
ual labeling can become very time consuming. Moreover, a sentiment classification model
trained on a specific context (e.g., movies) cannot be directly applied to another context
(e.g., electronic products) [22]. This is mainly due to the fact that features indicating posi-
tive (resp., negative) sentiments within a certain domain (usually called source domain) are
usually different from those other features indicating positive (resp., negative) sentiments
within another domain (usually called target domain).

In order to handle the problem of training accurate sentiment classification models under
the assumption of scarce amount of labeled texts within a specific domain, the literature
considers the option of fusing together information coming from different sources and differ-

2http://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/lexicons/
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ent domains. Recently, sentiment domain adaptation approaches across different domains
have been widely studied [23, 24, 25]. These techniques allow to train text classification
models within one (or more) source domains characterized by enough amounts of labeled
data, and then to apply and test them within a target domain. Indeed, for some specific tar-
get domains, it is often too difficult to retrieve enough labeled texts to train domain-specific
sentiment classification models.

Since the specific domain may be also defined by the language used in the text, in the last
years, several contributions have been proposed in the framework of cross-lingual sentiment
analysis [26, 27, 28]. In this framework, labeled texts available in one or more languages
are used to train sentiment classification models for texts written in another language with
scarce labeled text examples. Nevertheless, the majority of the aforementioned research
contributions shows that best results are obtained when a specific model is built considering
training texts derived from the same domain.

In this paper, a practical application of sentiment classification algorithms is presented,
based on machine learning models, in the field of digital marketing and social media com-
munication. In particular, the design and the development of a Decision Support System
(DSS) for Social Media Listening are carried out, expressly conceived for companies wanting
to exploit the valuable knowledge spread across social media to build effective, long-term
strategies for their business. The proposed system can be used by commercial activities (e.g.,
restaurants, hotels, shops) to monitor user comments posted on their public social media
pages. The core of the system is represented by a Sentiment Analysis Engine (SAE) applied
over texts fetched from different sources of information, specifically, from a set of pages and
channels of different social media platforms. The aim is to detect positive, negative, and neu-
tral opinions about specific aspects of the monitored activities, which are then elaborated
to send appropriate real-time notifications to the commercial activity’s managers. Thus,
the proposed DSS is useful for companies to evaluate their share of voice on social media,
to assess the outcome of marketing campaigns, to be promptly alerted about unexpected
turnaround and to appropriately react to negative events or trends.

For handling the scarcity of training text patterns and mitigating the problem of man-
ually labeling, information coming from different social media sources are extracted and
exploited. We do not consider domain adaptation nor multi-lingual sentiment analysis tech-
niques. Indeed, the proposed sentiment classification models are still based on the con-
struction of domain-specific classifiers, but already tagged opinions are exploited, namely
user reviews and the associated scores, coming from online social media specialized on user
reviews, all related with the same domain. In this way, a domain-specific model for each
specific social media marketing scenario can be easily embedded in the system. Then, these
models can be adopted for the real-time social media listening and used to classify unla-
beled texts and comments retrieved from a set of social media channels different from the
ones used in the training phase. This strategy has been labeled as cross-source sentiment
analysis.

An extensive experimental campaign has been developed, in which two specific scenarios
are considered, namely restaurants and consumer electronics online shops. The sentiment
classification models are built over training sets, obtained by merging tagged reviews coming
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from TripAdvisor3 (for the restaurant scenario) and from Amazon4 (for the consumer elec-
tronics online shop scenario). The trained sentiment classification models achieve accuracies
higher than 90% in cross-validation, by using Support Vector Machine as the classification
model.

Upon setting up the system with the trained classifiers, the results of a simulated social
media listening campaign are also shown, considering three different social networks, namely
Facebook5, Twitter6 and Instagram7. In particular, different social channels of real popular
restaurants and consumer electronics online shops have been considered. More than 100,000
comments have been analyzed and more than 1,000 comments have been manually verified,
finding out that the proposed system is able to correctly recognize the sentiment of more
than 90% of them.

In conclusion, the main novelties and contributions introduced in this work are:

• The design and the implementation from scratch of a novel DSS for social media
listening of promotional and marketing campaigns. The listening may be carried out
even concurrently on different social media channels.

• The integration into the DSS of a very accurate sentiment analysis engine for identi-
fying positive, negative or neutral opinions from users’ comments.

• A novel method, that has been labeled as cross-source sentiment analysis, for gener-
ating context-based training datasets for the Sentiment Analysis Engine.

• An intensive experimental analysis, in which the proposed DSS is tested, consider-
ing real-world promotional or marketing campaigns, carried out by restaurants and
consumer electronics online shops.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the most recent related works. Sec-
tion 3 gives details on the design and implementation of the proposed DSS. Section 4 intro-
duces the cross-source sentiment analysis approach. Section 5 briefly describes the adopted
methods for text representation and classification. Section 6 discusses the validation of the
sentiment analysis models by showing the achieved classification results. Section 7 presents
the on-the-field experimentation for the proposed DSS. Section 8 draws some conclusions.

2. Related Work

The specialized literature in the field of sentiment analysis discusses several approaches
for both text representation and classification. Generally speaking, to classify a text it is
necessary to transform it into a numerical vector, which is then handled by a classification

3www.tripadvisor.it
4www.amazon.it
5www.facebook.com
6www.twitter.com
7www.instagram.com
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model. The Bag-Of-Word (BOW) representation is one of simplest and most used technique
for text representation [29]: the dimension of the feature space is equal to the number of
relevant terms (words, stems, n-grams) that can be extracted by the corpus of training
documents or that characterize a specific context. A text may be represented by a binary
vector whose elements specify either the presence or the absence of a relevant term within
the text itself. Alternatively, real-numbered vectors can be used and, in this case, each
component specifies the frequency of the term within the text [30, 31].

Moreover, word embedding methods are also deeply used for text representation: words
in a vocabulary are transformed into vectors of continuous real numbers. Word2Vec [32],
based on Neural Networks, and GloVe [33], based on matrix factorization, are among the
most used approaches for learning the word embeddings. However, two main drawbacks can
be highlighted when dealing with word embedding methods: first, a huge amount of training
documents are needed for building accurate models for feature representation; second, even
though some pre-trained model may be adopted (some of them are trained using the entire
Wikipedia records), they may not be suitable for specific sentiment classification contexts,
due to their generality. For these reasons, in this work a BOW representation has been
adopted, with Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) index [30, 31] for
extracting the value of each feature.

As regards classification algorithms, classical machine learning models are still deeply
used for sentiment classification. In particular, Support Vector Machines (SVMs) have been
recently adopted for several sentiment analysis applications, such as evaluating the qual-
ity of information in product reviews [34], assessing the human papillomavirus vaccination
sentiment trend from tweets [35] and identifying sentiment polarity (positive, negative, and
neutral) of tweets in several languages [36]. Also Naive Bayes (NB) classifiers are still suc-
cessfully used, such as in [21], where the authors present an emotion recognition framework
based on an ensemble of classifiers. Indeed, in [21], an NB classifier, a Maximum Entropy
learner and a knowledge-based tool performing deep analysis of the natural language sen-
tences are used together with a voting strategy for emotions classification. The authors
show the application of their ensemble on sentences extracted from different sources, such as
news headlines, news articles and Twitter posts. Results show that the NB classifiers, which
adopt a BOW text representation, achieve the highest accuracy among the three elements
of the ensemble. Quite obviously, the ensemble allows to achieve the highest accuracy.

It is worth mentioning that deep learning-based methodologies represent a fashion trend
also within the sentiment analysis research community [37]. The majority of these ap-
proaches simply adopt a word embedding text representation followed by some convolutional
or recurrent neural network layers [38, 39]. However, the necessity of prohibitive amounts
of training data for the average deep learning-based algorithm to effectively learn accurate
models represents the main drawback also in this context. For this reason, browsing the
recent scientific literature it is not difficult to read about contributions still presenting text
classification models based on BOW text representation and followed by classical machine
learning classification algorithms [13, 40, 41].

Our contribution follows a similar approach. In fact, it is worth highlighting that the
main goal of this paper is not to propose a novel sentiment analysis algorithm, therefore, a
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comprehensive comparison campaign among the various techniques available in the literature
is out of the scopes of this work. Indeed, the main objective of this paper is to present a
real application of sentiment analysis algorithms based on state-of-the-art methodologies
for text classification. Indeed, the main features and achievements of a DSS for social
media listening are shown. The DSS embeds accurate models for sentiment classification.
Moreover, a cross-source sentiment training procedure has been adopted for handling the
scarcity of labeled training set. Notice that, the idea of cross-source training procedure may
be adapted to specific context-based sentiment analysis procedures that need a supervised
learning procedure. However, and quite remarkably, the achieved accuracies are in line with
those summarized in [11, 21, 42], which are obtained using recent state-of-the-art sentiment
analysis approaches.

As regards DSS, we recall that such systems have been widely studied since early 1970s
[43]. As stated in the work in [44], DSS is the area of the information systems discipline that
is focused on supporting and improving managerial decision-making. Thus, the contribution
that we propose in this paper almost perfectly fits with the definition of DSS. The basic
architecture of a DSS includes i) a data base, which contains information and knowledge
extracted from a specific domain, ii) an intelligent engine, which exploits the knowledge con-
tained in the data base to give advices on the decisions to be taken, and iii) a user interface,
which should be as simple as possible in order to allow users to interact with the system in a
easy way. In the recent literature, we can find DSSs designed and adopted for a wide range
of contexts such as medical applications [45, 46], risk analysis for project management [47],
financial frameworks [48, 49], and manufacturing maintenance [50]. Methods and algorithms
of the computational intelligence [47, 48, 51] and data mining [45, 50, 52] fields are deeply
adopted in the implementation of the intelligent engine of the most recent DSS.

3. System Design and Implementation

In this section, some details are given regarding the development cycle of the proposed
Decision Support System (DSS) for Social Media Listening. First, the requirements analysis
stage for the software platform that implements the DDS is briefly described. Second, the
actors of the platform and the main functionalities associated to them are presented. Third,
the UML diagrams of the classes that describe the main data structures adopted in the
software are shown. Forth, the functional modules of the software platform are described.
Finally, the architecture of the DSS prototype implementation is discussed.

3.1. Requirements Analysis

The initial stage of the DSS design consists in the identification of the main requirements
that the software platform must satisfy.

The main purpose of the system is to monitor comments of users published on the public
social media pages of commercial activities, such as restaurants, hotels, shops and malls,
maintained either by the owners or by the marketing managers.

The system has to continuously performs the following operations:
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(i) Real-time fetching of comments on posts published by a commercial activity on its
public pages on social media.

(ii) Analysis of such comments, in order to extract the expressed sentiment, i.e., positive
polarity, negative polarity or neutral comments.

(iii) Notification to the social activity owner (or manager) when negative comments is
received and/or negative trends are recognized, in order to adequately reply.

(iv) Generation of reports and statistics regarding both i) the sentiment extracted from
a specific share of voice on social media and ii) the overall reputation of a product
and/or the brand of the company.

Moreover, the system has to allow the users to carry out basic functions such us i) to
upload posts, comments, pictures and videos, ii) to download and save post and comments
(setting appropriate search parameters), and iii) to analyze the trend of the number of likes
or followers for a specific page or channel.

The DSS software platform has to manage several accounts on social networks, even
belonging to the same social network. The pair (account, social network) is referred to as
social channel.

3.2. Actors Identification

During this stage, three kinds of actors have been identified, i.e. users that can interact
with the DSS software. These three actors are: the Customer, the Social Account Manager
and the System Administrator, each of them having different privileges. In the following the
description of each actor and of the functionalities associated to them are given:

• The Customer is a person - or a delegate of a company- which can own several accounts
on different social media, in particular on social networking platforms (in the following,
these platforms are called social networks). The most relevant functionalities associ-
ated to a Customer are: to visualize the list of social channels, to add/remove a social
channel, to visualize relevant data coming from the social network page (statistics,
likes, comments, sentiment on comments, etc), to add/remove/save contents on a so-
cial channel, to analyze the content of a social channel. Each Customer is associated
to a set of privileges, established by the Social Account Manager or by the System
Administrator, that specify the operations permitted among the ones described above.

• The Social Account Manager (SAM) manages the activities of a set of Customers,
within their respective set of social channels. Indeed, many companies outsource their
marketing campaigns to external agencies and the SAM usually is a member of these
agencies, interacting with the social networks on behalf of their Customers. SAMs
perform all the operations available for Customers on their social channels. In addition,
SAMs can manage the Customer user profiles and modify the privileges associated to
each Customer.
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• The System Administrator mainly acts as account manager and can access all the func-
tionalies enabled for Customers and SAMs that have been previously described. This
user can manage the profiles and interactions of all Customers and SAMs; moreover,
the System Administrator can add/modify/remove users to/on/from the platform.

3.3. Class Diagrams

In Figure 1, the main class diagrams drawn after the requirements analysis and actors
identification stages are shown. For the sake of simplicity and readability, the details of the
attributes and the procedures for each specific class have been omitted. Rather, the main
objective is to describe the relationships among classes by using associations. Thus, the
UML 2 formalism is adopted, using bi-directional associations and inheritance lines [53].

User Manager

User 

Customer Sam System Administrator

Social Channel Social Account Social Network

Text description

Multimedia

CommentReaction

Promotional / Marketing Campaign 

Sentiment

1

1

1 1

1
1

1

1

1

1..*

1..*

0..*

0..* 0..*

0..*

0..* 0..*

Figure 1: UML Diagrams of the Main Classes.

A Users Manager class has been identified, which is in charge of managing a collection
of Users. The diagram highlights that the User class is an abstract class that can be spe-
cialized into the three identified actors, namely Customer, SAM and System Administrator.
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The User class is associated with a collection of Social Channels. The Social Channel class
is associated with a Social Account on a Social Network. Moreover, the Social Channel
class is associated with a collection of Promotional/Marketing Campaign. Finally, a Pro-
motional/Marketing Campaign class is associated with a Text Description, a collection of
Multimedia (photos, videos, etc.), a collection of Comments and a collection of Reactions
(likes, hate, angry, etc.). Each Comment is associated with a Sentiment .

The classes described above have been used as the basis for the main data structures
adopted in the software implementation, especially for designing the data base schemes and
tables.

3.4. Functional Modules of the DSS Software Platform

The last step of the DSS software platform design was to define the main functional
modules. As shown in Figure 2, the platform is composed by three main functional mod-
ules, namely (i) the User Dashboard; (ii) the Social Media Manager; (iii) the Sentiment
Analysis Engine. In the figure, the arrows connecting the functional modules represent the
information flow inside the system, whereas the puzzle pieces identify the social plug-ins,
introduced and discussed in the following, that allow the system to handle multiple social
channels.

In the remaining part of this section, the system modules are briefly described.

Figure 2: Functional Modules of the Social Media Listening system.

3.4.1. User Dashboard

The software design of the proposed DSS is tailored to deal with different kinds of users
and to manage streams of data coming from different social media. The User Dashboard
module allows users to interact with the system and to perform all the operations required
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to manage the social media information and to produce a set of outputs such as simple
checks of the comments and sentiment analysis report.

3.4.2. Social Media Manager

The Social Media Manager (SMM) module manages the interaction between the system
and the social media channels. The different social networks are handled as plug-ins of the
system. Basically, each Social Plug-in permits to perform the basic operations available
on each social network, such as to add/modify/remove an account, to log in/log out, to
publish any kind of content on a social network (post, pictures, links, likes, etc.), to retrieve
content posted by other users on the managed social channels. Moreover, through this
module, the user is able to describe the content to be monitored, according to one or more
parameters (such as time interval, number of comments to retrieve and, when available, the
geo-localization of the users). The SMM module also pre-processes the texts collected from
different social networks, in order to unify their representation.

3.4.3. Sentiment Analysis Engine

Even though several functionalities are available in our system, the most important
module, on which we mainly focus our attention in this paper, is the Sentiment Analysis
Engine (SAE). This module is in charge of classifying texts and extracting their polarity.
As input, it takes a string (or a stream of strings), which represents a text (or a set of
texts). The strings are fetched from social channels. The module outputs an evaluation of
the sentiment, associated to each string, in term of positive, negative or neutral polarity.

3.5. Implementation Details

The proposed DSS software platform has been actually implemented as a Web Applica-
tion Framework. In particular, as shown in Figure 3, the platform prototype was developed
according to the multi-tier architecture [54]. From a logical point of view, we tried to keep
the Client-side and Server-side layers as separate as possible. The server side layer has
been further subdivided into sub-layers: Front-End (which contains the jsp pages), Middle-
ware (which contains all the modules for the business logic and for interactions with the
database) and Back-End (the database). This kind of architecture has been chosen in order
to make the web application as scalable as possible, with the aim of simplifying any future
changes. The Client Side was developed using HTML and Javascript. The Middleware was
mainly developed adopting Java Enterprise Edition as programming framework [55]. For
the database, MySQL8 has been adopted as management system.

It is worth mentioning that the current version of the DSS software is able to interact with
three widespread social networks, namely Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. Thus, three
different Social Plug-ins have been implemented. The integration with Twitter is performed
by exploiting Twitter4J9, an unofficial Java library, which is used to interact with Twitter
API. Similarly, the interfacing with Facebook is realized with an unofficial Java library called

8https://www.mysql.com
9http://twitter4j.org/en/index.html
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Figure 3: Multi-tier Architecture Implementation of the DSS Software Prototype.

Facebook4J10, which wraps Facebook API in Java. Finally, the interaction with Instagram
is carried out by means of Instagram Realtime API11.

As regards the texts extracted from the different social networks, all the meta-information
associated to a text (such as user IDs, timestamps, geographic coordinates and special char-
acters) are identified in the text by applying a Regular Expression filter [56]. The most
relevant meta-information are extracted and organized in an appropriate data structure
giving a uniform representation of posts and comments in our system. This data struc-
ture includes a text represented as a simple string, where a case-folding operation has been
applied, and set of features which mainly includes user ID, timestamps, number of hash-
tags/mentions/followers/likes, links, list of emoticons. Since the comments extracted from
different social networks may contain or not some meta-information, some fields of the afore-
mentioned data structure may be unspecified.

Finally, the text classification modules have been implemented using the Java APIs for
Weka (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis) [57], which include both the codes for
the text elaboration and for machine learning-based classification models. Obviously, these
codes have been appropriately integrated into the Middleware layer of our software.

10http://facebook4j.github.io/en/index.html
11https://github.com/sachin-handiekar/jInstagram
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4. Cross-Source Sentiment Analysis

The SAE module of the DSS represents the core of the proposed system. In order to
identify the sentiment expressed in the text, two main steps have been carried out: i) to
represent the text in a numerical vector space and ii) to classify the text using a specific
model. In the proposed DSS, a state-of-the-art approach is adopted, based on Bag-Of-Words
(BOW) text representation and machine learning classification models, similar to the ones
described in [21, 58].

When dealing with machine learning classifiers, a set of labeled patterns is needed for
training the models to be used in the classification of unseen patterns. Specifically, we need
a set of labeled text with the sentiment that we want to estimate. Since the sentiment
classification model is domain-dependent, a specific model for each context needs to be
constructed, which is a meta-environment that unifies commercial activities with similar
characteristics. For example, different kinds of restaurants can be gathered into a single
scenario, since the related comments usually consider the quality of food, the attitude of
the staff, the appeal of the location, etc. On the contrary, if focusing on another kind of
business, such as, e.g., an online shop of electronic devices, the related comments usually
deal with the quality of different characteristics, such as the packaging, the delivery, the
customer support, etc. Therefore, a specific classification model is suitable only for a certain
scenario and, when the scenario changes, a new context-aware model needs to be learned.

To overcome the issue of labelling a specific set of texts for each model to be trained, a
simple and effective method is adopted, to automatically obtain labeled set of texts to be
used in the learning stage. We move from the intuition that a scenario is characterized by
a set of keywords used in that domain, therefore we look for already labeled texts about
a certain domain. To this aim, the huge amount of available online user reviews has been
exploited. In fact, online user reviews usually come with a text, which is the expression of the
domain, and a score, which can be used for the class labelling. For each considered scenario,
we search online reviews suitable for the specific scenario, i.e., reviews with a domain similar
to the one of the scenario considered, and we use them as a source to obtain labeled data.
For example, for the restaurant scenario, it is possible to use online reviews coming from
Yelp, TripAdvisor and Google. Similarly, for the consumer electronics online shop scenario
suitable reviews can be collected from Amazon (worldwide), BestBuy (USA), MediaMarkt
and Euronics (Europe), and so on.

In Figure 4, the flow of the adopted strategy in our application is shown, namely the
Cross-source Sentiment Analysis.

Our analyses focus on Italian texts, thus the labeled dataset is constructed starting from
reviews collected from Amazon and TripAdvisor, widely used in Italy and offering a huge
amount of reviews. The details of the method used to build each labeled dataset are described
in Section 6.1. In the next section, the approach adopted for the text representation and
classification is described in detail.
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Figure 4: Scheme of the Cross-source Sentiment Analysis.

5. Text Representation and Classification

In the following, the main steps that characterize the extraction of a specific sentiment
from a text are described.

5.1. Text Representation

The string representation of a text needs to be transformed into a numeric vector, before
being elaborated by a classification model. Thus, the following set of text elaboration
procedures are applied to the j-th text textj handled by the SAE:

1) tokenization: the first step of a process of text mining usually consists in transforming a
string into single processing units called tokens, where each token can be represented by
a syllable, a word or a phrase. During this step, other operations are also performed:
the punctuation and other non-text characters are discarded [59], and symbols are
normalized. The adopted tokenizer removes all the punctuation marks and uses a
BOW representation, i.e., each text is split into words. Thus, at the end of this
step, each j-th tokenized text is represented as the set of words therein contained:
textTj = {tTj1, . . . , tTjh, . . . , tTjHj

}, where tTjh is the h-th token, and Hj is the number of

tokens in textTj .

2) stop word filtering : during this step, stop-words are removed, i.e., words that provide
little or no information to the text analysis, such as prepositions, conjunctions, articles,
etc. Additional stop-words are words that appear very often in the sentences of the
considered language (language-specific stop-words) or in the set of the texts analyzed
(domain-specific stop-words). These words have no statistical significance and can be
considered as noise [60]. In the proposed system, the list of Italian stop-words was
downloaded from the freely available Snowball Tartarus website12. At the end of this

12http://snowball.tartarus.org/algorithms/italian/stop.txt
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step, each text is represented as a set of relevant tokens, cleaned from stop-words:
textSWj = {tSWj1 , . . . , tSWjk , . . . , tSWjKj

}, where tSWjk is the k-th token, and Kj, Kj ≤ Hj, is

the number of relevant tokens in textSWj .

3) stemming : this step consists in reducing each token to its stem - or root - form, by
removing the suffix. The aim is to gather words that have closely related semantics.
The stemmer included in our tool uses the Snowball Tartarus Stemmer13 for the Italian
language, based on the Porter’s algorithm [61]. At the end of this step, each text is
represented as a set of stems: textSj = {tSj1, . . . , tSjl, . . . , tSjLj

}, where tSjl is the l-th stem,

and Lj, Lj ≤ Kj, is the number of stems in textSj .

4) stem filtering : during this step, the number of stems representing a text is reduced.
In fact, each text is filtered and some stems are removed, according to the set RS of
relevant stems identified during the supervised learning stage that will be described
in Section 5.3. At the end of this step, the j-th text is represented as a subset of
the relevant stems: textSFj = {tSFj1 , . . . , tSFjp , . . . , tSFjPj

}, where tSFjp is the p-th relevant

stem, and Pj, Pj ≤ Lj, is the number of relevant stems in textSFj . The total number F
of relevant stems is identified during the supervised learning stage by considering the
whole set of labeled training texts.

5) feature representation: to apply a classification algorithm to texts, they have to be
represented in a common feature space. Thus, this step consists in building a vec-
tor of numeric features for each text. The set of F features corresponds to the set
RS = {ŝ1, ..., ŝf , ..., ŝF} of relevant stems. In particular, a feature for each relevant
stem is considered, therefore, the j-th text is described by a vector textFR

j = xj =
{xj1, . . . , xjf , . . . , xjF}, where each element xjf is defined as follows:

xjf =

{
TFjf · wf if textSFj contains the corresponding relevant stem ŝf

0 otherwise.
(1)

In the above equation, TFjf is the term frequency of ŝf in the j-th text, whereas the
weight wf identifies the importance in the training dataset of the f -th feature, that is
the f -th relevant stem, and it is computed during the supervised learning stage, which
will be described in Section 5.3.

5.2. Text Classification

Once a text has been elaborated, i.e., transformed into a vector of numbers, it is tagged
with one of the three class labels related to the expressed sentiment: positive or negative if
the sentiment itself is positive or negative, respectively, neutral if the text contains something
completely unrelated with the topic. Thus, if the SAE receives as an input a stream of
comments, the generated output is a collection of classified texts. The classified texts may

13http://snowball.tartarus.org/algorithms/italian/stemmer.html
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be also used in the reports that the system is able to generate and that may also include
statistics, such as the number and the trend of the likes and/or followers for a specific post
or marketing campaign.

As stated before, in order to obtain accurate and robust results, a machine learning ap-
proach is applied, by using a sentiment classification model, whose parameters are identified
during a supervised learning stage described in the following section. This work focuses on
Italian texts and, for each considered scenario, a set of classification models has been trained
and compared to identify the most suitable one. The classifier with the best performance is
finally embedded in the SAE and adopted to classify any text which can be extracted from
the different social channels, handled by the SMM module.

5.3. Sentiment Analysis Engine Learning Stage

This section gives the details of the supervised learning process needed to perform the
last two steps of the text elaboration described in Section 5.1 (namely the stem filtering and
feature representation), and the text classification. We recall that for each domain, i.e., for
each specific scenario, this stage must be carried out.

The supervised learning stage implies the following steps:

(i) The first step consists in identifying the relevant stems to be used in the features
representation;

(ii) The second step consists in identifying the structural parameters of the adopted clas-
sification model.

5.3.1. Relevant Stems Identification

A set of Ntr labeled texts is used as training set, which have been obtained from dif-
ferent social media that contains labeled reviews for a specific domain. These texts are
pre-processed by applying the step 1-3 described in Section 5.1. Then, the complete set of
stems CStr = {s1, . . . , sq, . . . , sQ} =

⋃Ntr

t=1 text
S
t is obtained by the union of all the Q stems

extracted from the Ntr training texts, after the stemming step.
The importance of each stem sq in CStr is represented by a weight wq computed as the

Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) index [62]:

IDFq = ln
Ntr

Nq

(2)

where Nq is the number of texts that contains the stem sq. Therefore, each training
stemmed text textSt is represented as a vector of features, namely xt = {xt1, . . . , xtq, . . . , xtQ},
where xtq is defined as follows:

xtq =

{
TFtq · wq if textSt contains the stem sq

0 otherwise.
(3)

where TFtq is the Term Frequency of q-th stem in the t-th text of the training set. Since
the weight has been computed as the IDF index, the final value of each element in the feature
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vector is represented as the well-known Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-
IDF) index [30, 31].

Then, a feature selection algorithm is applied, in order to select only a reduced set of
F , F ≤ Q, relevant stems. To evaluate the quality of each stem sq, the Information Gain
(IG) [30] value between a feature Sq (corresponding to stem sq) and the possible output
class labels in C is computed as follows:

IG(C, Sq) = H(C)−H(C|Sq) (4)

H(C) is the entropy of C and H(C|Sq) is the entropy of C after the observation of
the feature Sq. The final set RS of F relevant stems is identified by selecting those stems
presenting a positive value for IG.

5.3.2. Identification of the Sentiment Classifier Parameters

The final part of the supervised learning stage involves the application of a training
algorithm for identifying the parameters of a classification model. As stated before, in order
to identify the most suitable classifier, for each considered scenario, several classification
algorithms commonly used in the literature have been experimented. In particular, the
results achieved by four algorithms have been compared, i.e. i) Support Vector Machine
(SVM) [63], ii) Naive Bayes (NB) [64], iii) C4.5 decision tree [65], and iv) k-Nearest Neighbor
(k-NN) [66]. In Section 6, the aforementioned classifiers will be briefly described and the
achieved results will be shown and discussed.

6. Sentiment Analysis Engine Setup

This section describes how the Sentiment Analysis Engine has been actually built for
each of the two chosen scenarios. First, the experimental setup is described: in particular,
the details of the adopted labeled training sets are given. Then, the classification results
achieved by a set of different models are discussed and compared. Finally, for each scenario, a
model is selected to be embedded into our Social Media Listening System for the on-the-field
experimentation discussed in Section 7.

6.1. Experimental Setup: Details on the Labeled Training Sets

In order to train the classifiers, a distinct training set is needed for each considered
scenario. As already introduced in Section 3, the information exploited is collected from
sources which are different than the ones used for on-the-field experiments for social media
listening. In particular, the labeled texts are extracted from social media and websites which
contain user reviews on products and services. For the sake of brevity, we select only two
scenarios, but the technique can be easily extended to additional scenarios.

The first scenario deals with restaurants. The training set referred to this scenario is
built by considering both positive and negative online reviews coming from TripAdvisor. To
this aim, we consider several restaurants in Italy and collect 1,000 positive comments, i.e.,
reviews associated with a score value equal to 5, and 1,000 negative comments, i.e., reviews
associated with a score value equal to 1.
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The second scenario is about consumer electronics online shops. In this case, we consider
online reviews from Amazon, related to electronic devices. To populate the training set, we
extract 1,000 positive comments, i.e., reviews with an evaluation equal to 5 stars, and 1,000
negative comments, i.e., reviews associated with an evaluation equal to 1 star.

It is worth noting that online reviews can present inconsistencies between the sentiment
evaluation of the review texts and the correspondent user ratings, as pointed out in [67]
and [68]. Thus, in order to achieve a high probability that the text of the reviews is coherent
with the evaluation label, for each scenario, only the reviews at the extremes of the evaluation
scale are selected.

For each scenario, a set of classifiers are trained and compared, each of them carrying
out a 3-class classification task, tagging positive, negative and neutral opinions. Regarding
neutral opinions, in the training set of both scenarios we rely on the same set of 1,000 texts,
randomly extracted from different web sources, including, for example, political discussions,
newspaper news and reviews on topics far from the selected scenarios. To ensure the absence
of biases, the selected texts have been manually inspected for the neutral class and we
assessed that they were associated to neither positive nor negative opinions. All the labeled
texts, included into the training sets for both scenarios, have been extracted from reviews
written along November 2017.

6.2. Comparisons of the Different Classifiers

For each scenario, four different classification models have been built and compared,
namely SVM, NB, C4.5 and k-NN (with k equal to 1). In this section, the classification
results achieved by applying these classifiers to the datasets described in Section 6.1 are dis-
cussed. For each classifier, the experiments are performed by using a n-fold cross-validation
methodology, which consists of randomly partitioning the dataset into n folds, where the
classes in each fold are represented with the same proportion as in the original data. The
classification model is then trained on n−1 folds, while the remaining fold is used for testing
purposes. This process is repeated n times, using each of the n folds only once for testing.
The n results obtained by each execution are finally averaged to obtain an overall estimation
of performances. In our experiments, we set n = 5 for both the scenarios.

To assess the performance of each classification model, well known metrics are used,
namely precision, accuracy, recall, and F-score [69]. Table 1 describes the adopted metrics.
For the sake of simplicity, in the table, we refer to the case of binary classification, in which
there are only two classes, the positive and the negative ones. Nevertheless, the methods
for assessing the performances can be easily extended to the case of multi-classification: the
metrics are computed per class, considering the patterns of the specific class as positive
and the remaining patterns as negative. Indeed, the aforementioned metrics are computed
in terms of True Positives (TP), that is the number of actual positive samples correctly
classified as positive; True Negatives (TN), i.e., the number of actual negative samples
correctly classified as negative; False Positives (FP), i.e., the number of actual negative
samples that are incorrectly classified as positive; False Negatives (FN), that is the number
of actual positive samples incorrectly classified as negative.
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Specifically, Accuracy represents the overall effectiveness of the classifier and corresponds
to the number of correctly classified samples over the total number of samples. Precision is
the number of correctly classified samples of a class, i.e., positive class, over the number of
samples classified as belonging to that class. Precision represents how many texts, classified
with a specific sentiment, are relevant. Recall is the number of correctly classified samples
of a class, i.e., positive class, over the number of samples of that class; it represents the
effectiveness of the classifier to identify positive samples (Sensitivity). Precision and Recall
allow us to understand and measure the relevance of a specific sentiment classification model
towards positive, negative and neutral sentiments. The F-score is the weighted harmonic
mean of precision and recall.

Table 1: Metrics definition

Metric Equation

Accuracy Acc = TP+TN
TP+FP+FN+TN

Precision Prec = TP
TP+FP

Recall Rec = TP
TP+FN

F-Score Fscore = 2 · Prec·Rec
Prec+Rec

Tables 2 and 3 show the results achieved by the different classification models on the
restaurant and the consumer electronics online shop scenarios, respectively. More in detail,
each table shows, for each classifier, the accuracy and the per-class value of recall, precision
and F-score. All the values are averaged over the 5 values obtained by applying the cross
validation methodology. Figures 5 and 6 summarize the results shown in Tables 2 and 3,
respectively, as bar charts.

For the restaurant scenario, the best performances are achieved by the SVM, with an
average accuracy of 91.95%. Also for the second scenario, the SVM is the classifier which
shows the best results and in particular its average accuracy is equal to 93.01%. It is worth
noticing that, for both scenarios, the precision and the recall associated with the neutral
class is higher than 95%. This means the SVM is potentially able to discriminate very well
between comments which actually express an interesting opinion (positive or negative) and
neutral comments.

As stated in the Section 2, the achieved results are in line with those summarized in recent
contributions, such as the works discussed in [11, 21, 42] and obtained using state-of-the-art
sentiment analysis approaches.

According to the results shown in Tables 2 and 3, the SVM models are chosen to be
embedded in the final implementation of the Social Media Listening system, specifically in
the SAE. The following section reports the results of a simulated monitoring campaign of
different social channels, using the proposed system.
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Figure 5: Restaurant scenario: bar chart of the average classification results.

Figure 6: Electronics online shop scenario: bar chart of the average classification results.

7. On-the-field Social Media Listening

In order to test the proposed system, a simulated social media listening campaign has
been performed. The term simulated campaign is used, since it is not possible to directly
interact with the social channels of a specific commercial activity. Indeed, to this aim,
we should have been the administrators of the public pages or channels of the commercial
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Table 2: Restaurant scenario: average classification results.

Classifier
Accuracy Precision(%) by class Recall(%) by class F-Score(%) by class

(%) Pos Neg Neu Pos Neg Neu Pos Neg Neu

SVM 91.95 90.6 88.1 97.2 88.9 89.3 97.6 89.7 88.7 97.4
C4.5 76.94 71.3 71.7 87.4 74 67.4 89.4 72.7 69.5 88.4
1NN 61.59 49.4 63.1 85.3 74.4 48.5 61.8 59.4 54.8 71.7
NB 88.87 86.8 82.6 98.3 88.7 87.1 90.8 87.8 84.8 94.4

Table 3: Consumer electronics online shop scenario: average classification results.

Classifier
Accuracy Precision(%) by class Recall(%) by class F-Score(%) by class

(%) Pos Neg Neu Pos Neg Neu Pos Neg Neu

SVM 93.01 92.2 91.4 95.5 92 91 96 92.1 91.2 95.7
C4.5 82.3 81.8 77.9 85.9 78.7 73.7 93.7 80.2 75.7 89.6
1NN 68.74 79.4 77.9 58 60.8 50.5 92 68.8 61.3 71.1
NB 87.55 87.1 85 90.4 86.5 84.4 91.8 86.8 84.7 91.1

activity. Thus, as a first attempt, we created some fake pages on Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram, arranging marketing campaigns and/or promotions. Even though we asked stu-
dents and colleagues to collaborate with us and write some comments, the final results were
not interesting at all. However, these fake pages were useful to test the main functionalities
of the DSS, such as to write promotional posts and to define marketing strategies, even
concurrently on different social channels, and to answer to users’ comments.

As a second attempt, another approach has been followed, by considering public pages
and channels of popular commercial activities, falling into the framework of the two chosen
scenarios. We identified a set of marketing and promotional posts, in a time span between
December 2017 and January 2018. The experiments were conducted as follows:

• Our system connected to the public and open social channels of the chosen commercial
activities;

• A number of selected posts, regarding promotion or marketing campaigns of real com-
mercial activities, and the associated comments were dowloaded;

• The SAE classified the streams of downloaded comments and a report for each cam-
paign was generated.

In order to classify the downloaded comments, the SVM classification models are used
for both scenarios. For the restaurant scenario, our tool must be able to classify comments
related to the quality of different aspects: the food, the service, the location, and so on. As
well, when considering the second scenario, the system must be able to classify comments
related to the quality of the shipping, the characteristics of a product, the integrity of the
packaging, the functions of a specific device, and so on.
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(a) Restaurant scenario (b) Online shop scenario

Figure 7: The stem-clouds of the first 40 relevant stems.

For the system setup, as training sets the whole datasets described in Section 6.1 are
used. During the learning stage, for the restaurant scenario Q = 5545 features are identified,
which are reduced to F = 970 features after the feature selection step; for the online shop
scenario, the initial number of Q = 5953 features was reduced to F = 1178. In Figure 7,
two stem-clouds are shown, related to the first and second scenario, respectively, which give
a flavour of the stems selected by the feature selection process (in the stem-clouds, only the
first 40 selected stems are depicted).

In Table 4 and Table 5, some examples are shown of the sentiment classification made
by our system during the simulated social media listening campaign. Social channels on
Twitter, Facebook and Instagram of both restaurants and consumer electronics online shops
are considered. For privacy issues, the actual names of the chosen commercial activities
are not mentioned. The tables, first report the marketing or promotional post, which is
usually concurrently shared on different social channels and, then, the list of the associated
comments is shown. For each comment, we specify the social channel from which it was
downloaded and both the actual and estimated sentiment polarities. For the sake of sim-
plicity and readability, both posts and comments are translated in English, avoiding to show
the original Italian texts.

As shown in Table 4 and Table 5, where the misclassified texts are highlighted in bold,
the system was able to correctly classify most of the selected comments. We notice that,
sometimes, the SAE cannot correctly recognize the sentiment due to sarcasm (such as in
the comments “Really? You got the nerve to mention Health? Double burger with cheese
paves the way for colon cancer!” and “Customer service is a joke”) or to too long and
articulated sentences with ironic statements (such as “Camera stocked eh? Funny I ordered
a 1400 camera five days ago. I still can’t pick it up. I was supposed to be able to get it
today, now they say hopefully Wednesday. When I called the customer service to complain
and they told me that my options were to cancel the order or to wait...great customer service
and satisfaction!!!” and “I bought some extra chicken nuggets yesterday and I decided to eat
them for lunch today. I am so glad I did not pop the entire nugget into my mouth because I
found a BONE! I could have chipped my tooth or chocked on it!!”).
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Table 4: Restaurant scenario: some examples of classified comments.

Post
Regular Margherita or regular Capricciosa? Or half and half if you can’t make up your mind!

Comments Source Est.Pol. Actual Pol.

If in doubt, have both. Damn, we need pizza like this in Milan! Positive Neutral

Ahhhh delicious Positive Positive

Hey! Are you open Mondays? Rob Neutral Neutral

Bleaaah!Avoid such a Pizza and that awful pizzeria Negative Negative

Do you have any gluten free options? Neutral Neutral

I should venture out to try this... Usually your Pizza is magnificent! Positive Positive

Hi, do you need a boy? Neutral Neutral

Post
**BIG NEWS** First sighting of our new menu. Will feature some new proposals and some classics like
our delicious dumplings

Comments Source Est.Pol. Actual Pol.

When some tapas? Neutral Neutral

Another one plate for me! I went there yesterday and I felt in love
with the four cheeses dumplings

Positive Positive

Dumplings!!! #icantwait Positive Positive

So excited!!! Your dumplings are delicious! Positive Positive

I can have some problems in reaching you! Hey guy, are you deliv-
ering near the stadium??

Negative Neutral

Post
New entries in our Organic Menu: Double Veggy Burger and Spicy Nuggets. An healthy option for your
meal!

Comments Source Est.Pol. Actual Pol.

Really? You got the nerve to mention Health? Double burger with
cheese paves the way for colon cancer!

Neutral Negative

You should close down! You have the worst burger I have ever seen.
Every time my family& and I go there, they make us sick.

Negative Negative

I love your burgers. I never really had problems. Positive Positive

I bought some extra chicken nuggets yesterday and I decided to eat
them for lunch today. I am so glad I did not pop the entire nugget
into my mouth because I found a BONE! I could have chipped my
tooth or chocked on it!!!

Neutral Negative

Actually really good! Positive Positive

Put some bacon on and it will be great! The best burger in the
town:)

Positive Positive
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Table 5: Online shop scenario: some examples of classified comments.

Post
The new s80 is released today on our site! e399.99, 32 GB Dual Camera 60 Mp, 6 in Display, Pearl White

Comments Source Est.Pol. Actual Pol.

I am looking forward to check your promotions! I always follow your
amazing promotional posts!

Positive Positive

Are you planning any promotions also for IPHONES? Neutral Neutral

I bought an S7 and they send me it after 3 weeks! Very bad ser-
vice...avoid this shop

Negative Negative

I hope to be on time to get sales also from your past great promotions Positive Positive

I was wondering if I can buy your items in a shop in Rome Neutral Neutral

High prices, avoid if you can... Negative Negative

Even though I don’t like Samsung phones, I found great promotions
and good shipping service

Negative Positive

I got a great deal on a S6 phone Positive Positive

Post
When you’re camera-ready, we’re camera stocked. Make the most of your memories with our cameras
selection.

Comments Source Est.Pol. Actual Pol.

I’m interested in the a6300 camera. I would want a bundle with 2
lenses and a bag, if possible.

Neutral Neutral

They have the worst customer service home delivery ever. I will
never purchase anything from them again.

Negative Negative

Camera stocked eh? Funny I ordered a 1400 camera five days ago. I
still can’t pick it up. I was supposed to be able to get it today, now
they say hopefully Wednesday. When I called the customer service
to complain and they told me that my options were to cancel the
order or to wait...great customer service and satisfaction!!!

Positive Negative

Very good service! Thanks! Positive Positive

Customer service is a joke Neutral Negative

Post
Make your gaming experience and movie times look fantastic with curved screens and HDR Ready technology
on selected monitors!

Comments Source Est.Pol. Actual Pol.

Why did you guys ended the Black Friday deals so early? Neutral Neutral

What model is that in the picture? Neutral Neutral

Proud owner of XXX! It’s amazing! Positive Positive

This is my favorite electronic store!! Positive Positive

Why don’t just design/create a widescreen 50” or 60” monitors with
built-in computer+tv capabilities that got a hotswap able hdd/ssd?

Neutral Neutral

These are great for gaming and movie streaming! Positive Positive
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Figure 8 reports an example of report that can be generated using the proposed DSS.
It is a weekly trend of the sentiment generated by a specific promotion campaign regarding
a 2x1 offer for pizzas in a restaurant. In particular, the graph shows the total number of
comments, the positive, the negative and the neutral comments, from the first day till the
seventh day after the publication of the campaign on the social media, considering all the
available channels. In the example, after two days, the campaign seems to have a positive
response. On the other hand, after the third day, the negative comments increase while the
positive comments decrease. After the fourth day, the number of total comments decreases
but the negative comments are always higher than the positive comments. By reading
the comments, it is possible to realize that people, attracted by the promotion started on
Wednesday, went to the restaurant during the weekend to try the 2x1 pizza offer: users that
commented on social media stated that they found very a low food quality and a very bad
service due to the too crowded restaurant.

Figure 8: An Example of Weekly Sentiment Trend of a Promotional Campaign.

Overall, we downloaded more than 100,000 comments and we randomly verified, for
each scenario, the correctness of the classification of more than 500 comments. The verified
comments were posted along the last two weeks of January 2018. In particular, for each
scenario, 3 groups have been randomly extracted containing 170 comments among the ones
estimated as positive, negative and neutral, respectively. Table 6 resumes the achieved
results, for each scenario. Figure 9 summarizes the results shown in Table 6 as a bar chart.

It is worth noting that the achieved results are slightly lower (more or less 1%) than the
ones shown in Tables 2 and Table 3. Since those tables show the average results of a cross-
validation, considering data extracted in November 2017, it is possible to affirm that the
SAE of the proposed DSS does not suffer from any concept drift [70]. Indeed, when dealing
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Figure 9: Bar chart of the results achieved during the social media listening campaign.

with continuous classification of data streams along the time, this issue should be analyzed.
The classification models are usually trained using data extracted in a specific time interval.
Then, the models are used for classifying the new instances received in streaming. Since
the characteristics of the phenomenon under observation can change during the time, the
performance of the classification models may deteriorate, due to this concept drift.

Table 6: Results achieved in the social media listening campaign.

Scenario
Accuracy Precision(%) by class Recall(%) by class F-Score(%) by class

(%) Pos Neg Neu Pos Neg Neu Pos Neg Neu

Restaurants 90.92 91.10 83.80 97.70 86.40 89.20 97.10 87.70 86.40 97.40
Electronics shops 91.58 93.00 91.70 90.10 93.00 85.20 87.00 93.00 88.30 93.40

8. Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, a Decision Support System (DSS) for Social Media Listening has been
designed and developed, based on a Sentiment Analysis Engine, which applies sentiment
analysis models over comments published on business social media channels. In order to
train the classification models of the Sentiment Analysis Engine, labeled texts available on
user reviews websites have been exploited, such as TripAdvisor and Amazon.

Specifically, the proposed DSS is able to extract the stream of users’ comments, regarding
promotions and/or marketing campaigns, from a set of social channels, available as public
pages or channels of social networking platforms such as Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
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The stream of comments is elaborated and classified by the Sentiment Analysis Engine in
terms of positive, negative or neutral opinions.

The DSS is also able to create reports and statistics, which summarize the result of the
social media listening. In particular, the trends of the likes, of the followers and of the
positive and negative comments can be provided to the marketing manager of a specific
enterprise. These reports can be used for evaluating the brands reputation or as a feedback
of specific marketing campaigns.

We experimented the proposed system considering two application scenarios, namely
restaurants and consumer electronics online shops. For each scenario, several classification
models based on machine learning have been tested and compared. These classification
models have been trained by using streams of user reviews extracted from TripAdvisor and
Amazon. At the end of this experimental stage, the most suitable classifier for each scenario
has been selected and embedded into the Sentiment Analysis Engine. Finally, a simulated
social media listening campaign has been carried out, by analyzing the public social channels
of popular restaurants and consumer electronics online shops. More than 100,000 comments
have been downloaded and analyzed and the sentiment of around 1,000 texts has been
manually verified. More than 90% of the verified texts were correctly classified.

As future work, we plan to improve the DSS with the integration of a module for profiling
the activities of users that interact with the monitored promotions and marketing campaigns.
By exploiting the users social profile, the system may give indications regarding how to drive
promotions and marketing campaigns targeted on a specific user category. To this aim,
clustering algorithms may be adopted, considering as inputs the social profiles of users. Each
user profile may be described by using static information (such as her gender, age, origin,
language, interests, etc.) as well as dynamic information (such as the number of comments,
images, videos, etc. posted in a time interval). Users with similar profiles presumably fall
in the same cluster and may be attracted by similar promotions, marketing campaigns or
advertising. Moreover, we envision that the DSS may be easily adapted to monitoring the
opinions and the stance of social media users on different hot topics and discussions, such
as elections, immigration and terrorism.

Finally, we are currently trying to arrange some agreements with enterprises that may
be interested in using the software platform that integrates the proposed DSS for handling
and monitoring their marketing campaigns.
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